Abstract-Current intrusion detection systems have low detection rate and high false positive rate for new intrusion types. This article applied PSO in network security area, a novel intrusion detection method based on chaos Particle Swarm Optimization and Fuzzy C-Means Clustering is proposed in order to solve the problem of FCM which is much more sensitive to the initialization and easier to fall into local optimization. This method can quickly obtain global optimal clustering and can detect unknown intrusions efficiently, it does not need to classify the training data sets with artificial or other methods. The experimental results show that this method can detect unknown intrusions with lower false positive rate and higher true positive rate.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing development of computer and network technology, social information degree increases gradually, so the risk and the possibility of network intrusion is becoming bigger. Network security has become unavoidable problem to people. In order to protect core information in system and network, intrusion detection system generated, which has draw more attention in network security field [1] [2] [3] . The common problem of current intrusion detection systems is that they can detect known types of intrusion behavior effectively and can not detect new types of intrusion effectively. High rate of false positive and real time is not enough when detecting attacks. Aimed at reducing the rate of false positive and false negative, intrusion detection method improving the detection efficiency of is still the focus of intrusion detection technology. Anomaly detection model in intrusion detection system assumes that all intrusion activities are unusual. Because data instances belong to the same category in a reasonable scale condition is close to each other in the feature space and the different categories of data instances are away from each other. So clustering algorithm can be applied to the intrusion detection system. Domestic and foreign scholars have given a preliminary study on this issue. In 2001, Leonid Portnoy in Columbia University used the idea of clustering to solve the problem of knowledge acquisition in the intrusion detection system for the first time. Without any prior knowledge of network data, according to two basic assumptions of the network data, the result set of training data clustering is used to detect intrusions. Portnoy gave whole idea of solving the problem, but the detected data set contains the entire huge amount of training data, so it is difficult in the actual network environment. At the same time, the efficiency of the clustering algorithm also needs to be further improved.
Considering that the core of the intrusion detection method based on clustering algorithm is efficient clustering algorithm, so it is necessary to analyze the current commonly used clustering algorithm. Selforganizing feature map (SOM) neural network is a kind of commonly used clustering method, but it has some limitations. When learning model is small, the network clustering effect depends on the order of input mode and the initial state of network connection weight vector has great influence on the performance of network convergence, which is not suitable for large-scale data. Fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering algorithm [4] [5] [6] is a kind of widely used fuzzy clustering algorithm. Because FCM algorithm method uses gradient descent method to find the optimal solution, there exists the local optimal problem and convergence speed of the algorithm is affected by the initial value greatly, but it can handle large data sets, which is close to the actual network environment. People introduce evolutionary computation into fuzzy clustering to hope to achieve the goal of global optimization and fast convergence, which has formed the fuzzy clustering algorithm based on evolutionary computation, such as the method based on simulated annealing method, the method based on genetic algorithm and evolutionary strategy, etc [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Particle swarm optimization algorithm is a stochastic optimization technique, which is more efficient than genetic algorithm, so the fuzzy clustering based on PSO algorithm is a very meaningful study direction. At present, there has been some clustering algorithm based on PSO algorithm put forward. PSO algorithm was used in image clustering and two PSO method based on K-means was proposed also. As a swarm intelligence algorithm, particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm has been one of the research hotspots in the international artificial intelligence field at present [13] [14] [15] [16] . It takes advantage of colony to find new avenue for the solution of complex problems. Therefore, to study and master the characteristics and rule of PSO is a task that is significant in both theory and application areas. In addition, in view of its wide market prospect, extending its application scope is also very important in practice. PSO have been applied efficiently, but as a new and developing research filed, PSO is still far from mature on systematization and standardization theory and application extending [17] [18] [19] [20] . This article concentrates the research on the theory and application of PSO, based on the analysis of research methods and algorithm frame, several aspects of PSO such as basic principle, algorithm characters, improvement and realization are systematically discussed. Parameters and convergence greatly influence the performance and efficiency of PSO, this paper studies the convergence of PSO using the theory of difference equation, discusses the influence with the convergence of PSO by the track and the velocity of particle, and the guideline of better choosing the parameters is given. A chaos particle swarm optimization algorithm is introduced to overcome the problem of premature convergence. In the next section, we introduce fuzzy cmeans clustering. In Section 3 we introduce a new intrusion detection algorithm based on chaos particle swarm optimization and fuzzy c-means clustering. In Section 4, we do empirical research based on proposed intrusion detection method. In Section 5 we conclude the paper and give some remarks.
II. FUZZY C-MEANS ALGORITHM
The given data set is
. Fuzzy cmeans method divide n number of data sets into c number of subclass. Each subclass has a clustering center. And then according to the distance between each data object in data set and cluster center, some fuzzy subsets of the same nature are formed. Each data object and cluster center have a membership and make objective function of non-similarity index minimum. FCM uses the method of fuzzy dividing which determines the degree belonging to every subclass according to membership of [0, 1] for each given data object. 
Iteration process of FCM clustering algorithm is as follows.
Step 1 (8) and (9) respectively. B. An Improved Particle Swarm Optimization based on Chaos Using chaotic series initialize particle's position and speed, which does not change the randomness nature of initialization of particle swarm optimization algorithm and uses chaos to improve the population diversity and particle searching ergodicity. The optimal initialization population is chosen on the basis of generating a large number of initial population. Chaotic sequence is generated on the basis of optimal position searched by the entire particle swarm. Particle with optimal position in the generated chaotic sequence substitutes a particle's position in the current particle swarm. Search algorithm using chaotic sequence can produce many neighborhood points of optimal solution to help inert particles escape from local minimum points and quickly search the optimal solution. The following Logistic equation is a typical chaos system.
u is control parameter and 4 u  , .
In the algorithm, global optimal value is always better than current fitness value of all individuals. Scale of particle swarm is N . If avg f is average value of current fitness of all particles, (12) sets up. , which is used for evaluation of degree of premature convergence of particle swarm. The smaller  means that the particle swarm is more tend to be premature convergence. In the proposed algorithm, Groups can be divided into three subgroups depending on the individual fitness. Using different adaptive operation makes groups always keep the diversity of inertia weight. Particles with smaller inertia weight are used for local optimization to accelerate convergence of algorithm. Particles with larger inertia weight are used for global optimization at the early stage, and later used to jump out of local optimum to avoid premature convergence.
Particles with different inertia weight take responsibility, global optimization and local optimization are doing at the same time, which make a balance between global convergence and convergence speed. The adjustment of inertia weight w is as follows for particle with fitness value i f . Particles meeting the condition of i f better than ' avg f are better particles in the swarm and are close to global optimum, so these particles should be endowed with smaller inertia weight to speed up to the global optimal convergence. Inertia weight is adjusted according to (13) . w is adjusted according to (14) .
max w is the biggest w when searching starts and min w is the smallest w when searching stops.
iter is iteration steps and
Mstep is the maximum iteration steps. Particles meeting the condition of i f worse than avg f are the worst particles in the swarm and its inertia weight is adjusted according to (15 
When algorithm stops, if particle distribution is relatively dispersed,  is bigger and according to (15) w is reduced to strengthen local optimization, which makes the group tend to convergence. If particle distributes intensively,  is smaller and (15) increases w of particle, which makes particle has strong detection capability to effectively jump out of local optimum. The improved algorithm based on PSO and chaos is as follows.
Step 1. Initialize the maximum number of iteration or fitness error limit and related parameters.
Step 2. Initialize particle position and velocity in chaos. 1) Produce a n-dimension vector and each component value is between 0 and 1. 1 3) Calculate fitness value of particle swarm and choose M number of solution from N number of initial population as initial solution. Produce M number of initial velocity.
Step 3. If fitness value of particle is better than individual extreme best p , best p is set as new position.
Step 4. If fitness value of particle is better than global extreme best g , best g is set as new position.
Step 5. Update the velocity and position according to (8) and (9) .
Step 6. Do chaos optimization for optimal position 12 ( , Step 7. Use p  to substitute position of a random particle.
Step 8. Judge whether algorithm meets stopping condition. If it meets the condition, turn to step 10. Otherwise turn to step 9.
Step 9. According to fitness value, use corresponding inertia weight adjustment method and turn to step 3.
Step 10. If it meets stopping condition, stop searching process and output global optimal position.
C. Intrusion Detection based on Chaos Particle Swarm Optimization and Fuzzy C-Means Clustering
Particle swarm algorithm used real number code and a code corresponds to a feasible solution, which is helpful to improve computational complexity of the particle swarm algorithm and improve operation efficiency. Solution of optimized problem is to find optimal clustering center, so coding method based on clustering center is adopted meaning that position of each particle is composed of c number of clustering center. The length of particle is D c s  and s is dimension of clustering center.
c number of clustering center constitutes a particle in order and the component of particle represents its position in the space.
In order to find out global extreme and individual extreme, we must evaluate fitness value for each particle. Fitness value is calculated by (17) .
If clustering performance is good, ( , ) J U V is small and () i fx is big. Track particle fitness in each iteration to find optimal solution that this particle can find currently and can find the optimal solution of the particle. In the process of intrusion detection clustering, algorithm steps to initialize clustering are as follows.
Step 1. Initialize blank clustering set.
Step 2. Take the first data of standardized data set to set up the first clustering and save it to class set.
Step dd  , it is put into existing cluster and then go on dealing with next instance data. If distance between current instance and all clustering instances of clustering cluster is more than 0 d , define a new cluster taking this instance as center and plus it to clustering sets.
Step 5. When all data in the training sample set are processed completely, it stops. Otherwise turn to step3.
After the above clustering algorithm, we will get a clustering cluster after preliminary clustering, which includes N categories. The next process is to carry out clustering algorithm based on chaos particle swarm and fuzzy c-means clustering, which is as follows.
Step 1. Initialize particle swarm and parameter. Given fuzzy index m , particle swarm scale n and N is the number of clustering. Calculate membership matrix according to (5) and (6) . Clustering center constitutes a particle and initialize the speed of the particle. After n times, n number of individuals including nN  samples are constituted. (210) xsnoop (12), sendmail (19) , xlock(15), named (17) , write (12) , guess_passwd(45) Probing (157) ipsweep(50), nmap(38), satan(69)
Step 2. According to (7) calculate new clustering center and according to (5) and (6) calculate corresponding membership matrix. At the same time, corresponding particles are constituted.
Step 3. For all particles in the swarm, do the following operations.
1) Update the velocity and position according to (8) and (9) .
2) If fitness value of particle is better than individual extreme Step 4. Do chaos optimization for optimal position 12 ( , In the generated clustering, if some clustering is aggregated by normal data, the number of data it includes is much more than the number of data included by intrusion data cluster. So all the clusters can be ordered according to the amount of data and set a proportional number T as detection threshold. The clusters over T including the most amount of data is taken as normal clusters and the rest clusters is taken as abnormal. 
IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS
To evaluate the performance of the intrusion detection method based on chaos particle swarm optimization and fuzzy c-means clustering, this paper does experiment based on the KDD CUP99 dataset. The data set includes 22 kinds of attacks and 1 kind of normal type. We take 75258 records from the test set as training sample set, which contains 780 number of intrusion data. Types and number of attacks in training data set is shown in table I.
In the test of sample set selection, a total of four sets of data are selected. The first set and second set of test set are from the training set and each set contains 37000 records. The third and fourth groups were selected from KDD CUP99 data set apart from the training set of data and contains 37000 records in each group. We deliberately choose intrusion data not included in training set. The third and fourth group data set contains unknown intrusion.
The detection results with different threshold T is shown in Fig. 1 . From experiment result, detection rate and the rate of false positive decreases with the increase of T. From experiment result, detection rate and the rate of false positive decreases with the increase of T. This is because in the detection algorithm generated clusters are ordered according to the size of data contained by clusters. So the normal data is in front and the anomaly data aggregate behind. Smaller T means that there are a lot of abnormal data and the detection rate will increase. But in actual situation, because each class may include the distributed error data, that is to say, the normal class must also contain abnormal data, in the same way the abnormal class also contains the normal data. So when the detection threshold is larger, the rate will be reduced and the rate of false positive decreases. When 20%
T  , the performance of algorithm is the best, therefore the threshold is fixed to test performance of detection of the unknown attack of proposed algorithm in this paper.
Detection rate to known and unknown attack when T =20% is shown in table II. We can see that detection performance of U2R and Probing intrusion attack are better than detection performance of DoS and R2L intrusion attack. This is because there are a lot of R2L invasion disguising as legitimate user identity to attack, which makes its characteristics similar to normal packet and produces low detection rate of the algorithm. Training set contains many DoS intrusion, so intrusion data can be labeled as normal data to produce low detection rate. But overall, detection rate of unknown intrusion of the algorithm is over 50%, meaning that our proposed algorithm based on improved particle swarm and fuzzy c-means clustering can be more effective to detect the unknown intrusion behavior. Now the evaluation of overall performance of intrusion detection system does not have a mature, systematic and normative evaluation model. Lincoln laboratory in the United States used ROC curve to reflect the relationship between detection rate and false positives. ROC test is widely used in evaluation of input uncertainty system and it takes false alarm rate and detection rate as abscissa and ordinate respectively according to detection rate and false alarm rate in the different conditions. So that ROC curve can exactly depict relationship between detection rate and false alarm rate of intrusion detection system. Fig. 2 is Roc curve of dataset 1, Fig. 3 is Roc curve of dataset 2, Fig. 4 is Roc curve of dataset 3, Fig. 5 is Roc curve of dataset 4. We can see that Detection rate and false alarm rate always synchronously increases or decreases. Increasing of detection rate will naturally accompanied by the rise of the rate of false positives, on the other hand, the low detection rate will surely lead to decline in the rate of false positives. So in the choice of detection rate and false alarm rate, we can take a compromise choice.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter clustering algorithm based on particle swarm optimization and fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm (PSO -FCM) is applied to intrusion detection. The proposed detection algorithm is simple and efficient and has fast detection speed. It is easy to realize global optimization and has good ability to detect unknown attack. Finally the KDD CUP99 dataset is used for the experiment. The results show that the algorithm improves the detection efficiency and algorithm is feasible and effective. So the algorithm should have broad application prospects in the field of intrusion detection.
